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Abstract—In this paper we consider a peer-to-peer grid system
which provides multiple services to its users. In this system,
an incentive mechanism promotes collaboration among peers.
It has been shown that the use of a reciprocation mechanism
in such a system is able to prevent free riding and, at the
same time, promotes the clustering of peers that have mutually
profitable interactions. However, when peers are subject to a
budget limitation, each peer must select a subset of all services
that can possibly be offered. In this work we show that the
received utility is strongly dependent of the offered services. The
main contributions of this work are a methodology to evaluate the
impact of service changes in the obtained utility and how much
different sets of offered services impact in the peer’s utility. These
results indicate that further research is needed, particularly for
the development of heuristics to choose the best services to offer.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the popularity of the Internet, peer-to-peer (P2P) sys-
tems are becoming an interesting way to obtain files, storage,
processing and many other computational resources with high
levels of availability.
P2P systems can be defined as networks of computers in

which participants play both the role of a client and that of a
server [1]. This is to say that wherever a new client is added,
there is a new server that is also added to the system. In these
systems, peers who are acting as servers must schedule the
use of their resources in order to provide services to the other
peers that are acting as clients at that time.
This scheduling process has been often done using two ap-

proaches: market-based and sharing-based [2]. Market-based
approaches have been used in many systems [3], [4], [5].
Although market-based solutions give more strict guarantees
on the quality of service provided, the nature of this approach
implies in higher transaction costs for participating in such
economy. This occurs because this kind of solution relies
on the existence of a currency distribution system, banking
services, auditing, and accurate pricing [6]. On the other hand,
no currency schemes or any trustworthy central institution
are used in sharing systems, and peers exchange resources
based on a reciprocation scheme. In this environment, peers
can make use of social mechanisms for monitoring and
enforcement, because the information is loosely structured

(and therefore, easier to obtain). So, this kind of solution
decreases the transaction costs [7]. Reciprocation between
peers is achieved through the use of incentive mechanisms.

Reciprocation-based mechanisms have been explored in
previous works [6], [8], [9]. These mechanisms presume a
single good to be exchanged, making the reciprocation schema
simpler. However, they are not appropriate for the case in
which peers need to exchange multiple goods (or services).
In this case some additional considerations must be made,
because peers may exchange a kind of service by another
and peers may value services differently [10]. Consequently,
the partnership between peers is based not only in the peer’s
behavior but also in the profitability of their interactions.

The Extended Network of Favors (ExtNoF) mechanism was
proposed in [10] as a variation of the original Network of Fa-
vors. ExtNoF allows peers to exchange multiple services using
the past interactions to find the more profitable partnerships,
generating clusters of peers having compatible affinities that
lead to mutually profitable interactions.

Services can be thought at the resource level (e.g. CPU,
disk, bandwidth, etc), but also at a higher level, such as the
execution of a particular software. Given the multitude of
services that can be possibly offered, and the fact that peers
have a limited budget, not all services can be offered by all
peers. This imposes the need for each peer to choose a set of
services to offer among all possible services. Each possible
set has a specific cost and returns different profits.

In this paper we make an analysis of a P2P system in which
multiple services are exchanged. We show that, for each peer,
there are different set of services to be offered and each set
gives different results. Moreover, we show also the impact of
different choices of services in the peers’ final utilities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work
to ours is discussed in Section II. Section III gives a formal
description of the problem, and describes a utility function
for the multi-service P2P grid system. A numerical evaluation
of the system is presented in Section IV, in which different
scenarios were considered. Finally, Section V closes the paper
with our concluding remarks and perspectives of future work.
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II. RELATED WORK

Systems where peers can exchange multiple services have
been recently studied in different works. In one way, architec-
tures are being proposed in order to support the exchange of
services. Other works propose mechanisms and frameworks to
incentive the reciprocation in P2P environments with multiple
services.
In [11] the authors describe an architecture in which

pools of machines can be donated by peers using a cluster
manager called Cluster-On-Demand (COD). This architecture
enables peers to donate their idle machines, defining how
many machines must be donated to each other. The set of
machines received by peers is perceived as a “virtual cluster”,
which is a pool of configured machines that are donated
by different peers, allowing the receiver to use it as a real
cluster. Moreover, the donating peer is able to configure the
machines with multiple services, according to the receiver
needs. The scheduling policy must be defined previously by
the peers, and the services are configured in the machines
after that. However, this work does not take into account the
variation on the “utility” delivered by the grid when different
set of services are offered by the peers. Furthermore, our work
takes a business-driven management approach by considering
a budget limitation for offering services.
In [12] a framework is proposed in order to manage

exchanges in P2P systems. In this framework a peer uses a
Reputation Vector for each peer with information about each
service that it provides, in order to know how trustworthy the
others are. The reputation of the peers is related to specific
services, being defined by the ratio between the amount of
service provided by the peer and the total amount of requested
service. Using these reputation vectors, peers can infer how
trustworthy are the other ones, and decide when and how
much resources should be donated to them. They also define
the overall local reputation vector as the sum of all services
reputation for each peer. This work allows two policies of ser-
vice allocation: the Trust-Based and the Enhanced Trust-Based
Policy. While the first one is applied in environments where
peers generate requests with the same rate, the second one is
more useful when some peers produce many more requests
than others. The proposed framework fosters trust between
peers exchanging multiple services by consider some features
as capacity and demand. However, there is no mechanism to
help peers to find out how much the selection of services
impacts on their profits, under a scenario with different values
of services and a budget limitation.
The Network of Favors (NoF) is a reciprocation scheme that

does not rely on the existence of banking services, trust or
previous negotiation among peers. This mechanism is similar
to the tit-for-tat scheme used in BitTorrent systems in which
peers exchange pieces of a file based in their past bilateral
interactions [9]. Additionally, the authors have proposed an
extended version of the Network of Favors (Extended NoF -
ExtNoF) in order to deal with multiple services [10]. ExtNoF
is a reciprocation-based mechanism to encourage donation

in peer-to-peer grids, and, unlike the single service version
of the NoF, multiple services are shared explicitly, such as
processing power, data transfer and storage. Both NoF and
ExtNoF mechanisms address the problem of discourage free-
riding and enable peers to find others who are mutually
profitable to exchange services, even considering that peers
value services differently. However, this work assumes that
peers can often offer all the services, which is not realistic
in some cases where the provision of services is submitted to
financial (budget) and hardware limitations.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SYSTEM MODEL

In this section we present a formal description of the
problem and the utility function of the scenario sketched in
the Introduction.

A. Problem Statement

In a peer-to-peer grid, each peer can provide a set of
different services such as processing power, storage, database
management, etc. In the same manner, each service has a cost
that depends on many factors as, for example, resource costs,
kind of services, infrastructure installation and maintenance,
etc. So, services probably will have different costs to different
peers. All of this imposes a limitation to each peer, given
that the cost to provide the whole set of services could be
prohibitive. In this case, it is necessary to choose a subset of
services to provide, that is limited by a budget. Additionally,
since a peer must have an incentive to donate services to the
others, a reciprocation scheme that guarantees this cooperation
is essential.
Once peers cannot provide all the services due to the

budget limitation, the selection of services to be offered is an
interesting research problem to be investigated. It is necessary
to explore what is the impact of multiple choices in the
“utility” offered by the grid. It is also important to note that
when a peer selects a set of service the cost is immediate,
but the computing units will be received in the future. So,
the problem can be defined as to find which set of services
maximizes the total profit obtained. However, before that, it
is essential to know what is the influence of different choices
of services in the “utility” provided by the grid.
In this paper, we evaluate how the service selection impacts

in the costs of a peer and in the expected amount of comput-
ing units reclaimed from the grid, according to the ExtNoF
mechanism.

B. System Model

We consider that the time is slotted in T turns, and the
duration of each turn t (∈ T ) is enough to make management
decisions. We assume N peers sharing spare resources in
a P2P grid, and a set of n services that could be offered
by the peers. Each peer chooses which services to offer to
the others according to a limited budget. So, we consider
that peer i has a limited budget Bi to set and maintain
the services. Moreover, the tuple St

i = 〈st
i,1, s

t
i,2, ..., s

t
i,n〉

represents the set of services offered by peer i in a turn
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t, with st
i,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i ∈ {1, ..., N}, j ∈ {1, ..., n}

and t ∈ {1, ..., T}. Assuming that peers may value services
differently, the tuple Ci = 〈ci,1, ci,2, ..., ci,n〉 represents the
peer i’s cost per turn to offer each service. We also assume
that these costs are constant over time.
In this P2P grid, units of computing power configured with

specific services are exchanged by the peers. So, qi represents
the peer i’s capacity in number of computing units. For the
sake of simplicity, we consider that each peer i has a constant
hardware cost per computing unit in each turn, represented by
chw
i . Given all that, the peer i’s total cost per turn is given by:

Ct
i = qi · chw

i +
n∑

j=1

st
i,j · ci,j ≤ Br

i ,

where Br
i = Bi −

t∑
k=0

Ck
i is the remaining budget till turn t.

We consider that each peer has a typical demand which
represents the average amount of computing units and the
average proportion of services typically required. Hereafter, we
assume that the average amount of computing units requested
by peer i is represented by di, and the average proportion of
services is its typical favor, represented by the tuple Fi =
〈fi,1, fi,2, ..., fi,n〉, where 0 ≤ fi,j ≤ 1 ∀ i ∈ {1, ..., N}, and
j ∈ {1, ..., n}, and

n∑
j=1

fi,j = 1.

It is reasonable to assume that the profit obtained by peer
i for using service j is higher than the costs incurred by
maintaining the service j. So, we consider a profit factor μi,j ,
which represents how profitable is the usage of the service j by
the peer i. Moreover, in order to compute the profit obtained by
peer i for executing its typical demand, it is necessary to know
the amount of resources reclaimed from the grid. The total
amount of computing units that peer i receives from the grid
for each service in a certain turn is represented by the tuple
Rt

i = 〈rt
i,1, r

t
i,2, ..., r

t
i,n〉. Finally, the total utility received by

peer i is given by:

Ui =
T∑

t=1

(P t
i − Ct

i ),

where the profit obtained per turn (P t
i ) is 0 if peer i is donating

services to other peers, and otherwise is given by the total
profit achieved by the peer, which takes into account the cost
of whole infrastructure used by it (the local capacity plus
the resources received from the grid) for executing its typical
demand:

P t
i =

n∑
j=1

μi,j · Ct
i,j(qi · fi,j + rt

i,j),

where Ct
i,j(x) = x · chw

i + st
i,j · ci,j .

In our setting, the balance of past interactions among the
peers is calculated according to the extended NoF [2]. We
define Balti(k) as the peer i’s balance in relation to peer k, in
the turn t, given by:

Balti(k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

max{0;Balti(k)−
n∑

j=1

rt
k,j(i) · (ci,j + chw

i )},

if i is donating to k; and

Balti(k) +
n∑

j=1

rt
i,j(k) · (ci,j + chw

i ),

if i is receiving from k;

where rt
k,j(i) is the amount of computing units that peer k

receives from peer i for the service j, in the turn t.

IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

We have developed a simulator to evaluate the model
described above. In this section we present the simulation
scenario evaluated, and the obtained results.
We consider the time as being slotted in turns, and at the end

of a fixed number of turns the simulation ends. At each turn,
the peers being simulated interact and exchange resources.
During the simulations, peers can be in two distinct states:
donating or consuming. We have considered a system with
average contention, i.e. each peer will have a 50% probability
of being donating or consuming. Whenever peers interact, they
update their balances of the peer it interacted with, and also
their utility. Moreover, the simulations were carried out with
N = 100 peers and n = 6 services. For the sake of simplicity,
we assume a P2P grid with homogeneous peers whose local
in-house capacity are one computing unit (qi = 1). Moreover,
we assume a fixed budget per turn of Bi/T = 1, and a
peers’ hardware cost of 10% of their budget (chw

i = 0.1).
Service costs were randomly chosen between 0 and 0.5, i.e.
0 ≤ ci,j ≤ 0.5 ∀ i ∈ {1, ..., N} and j ∈ {1, ..., n}. In
this setting, 10% of a peer’s budget is spent with hardware
costs and the software cost can reach 90% of its budget

(
n∑

j=1

st
i,j · ci,j ≤ 0.9).

It is reasonable assume that the peers always offer the
services that comprising their typical favor to the others, since
these services are used to compute their local profit. We
consider that the peers’ typical favors are composed of two
services. Given the fact that there are a total of six services
in the system, peers can vary different possibilities of services
to donate with the remaining four services, according to its
budget. In order to understand the impact of these possible
choices, we have varied the peer’s demand (di) and profit
factor (μi,j). These two parameters have a direct impact on
the utility obtained by each peer, since they increase the profit
that a peer obtains from the grid. The values chosen for the
demand were 2, 11, 51 and 101; that correspond to a peer
requesting from the grid one, ten, fifty and one-hundred times
its local capacity. When a peer requests 100 times its local
capacity from the grid, we can say that it is eager because it
can reclaim at most 99 computing units from the other peers.
The profit factor was varied with values of 1.1, 2, 10, in order
to cover different possibilities of results. So, we have carried
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out simulations for twelve different scenarios, varying all of
these parameters.
We have evaluated the impact of choice on the final utility of

peers considering the above configuration. In order to do such,
we have varied all the possibilities of services to donate for
each peer, and measured its utility considering this possibility.
With a low profit factor (μi,j = 1.1) every peer obtained only
negative utilities. In the same manner, with a low demand di =
2 and a profit μi,j = 2, we have found that some peers also
reached only negative utilities. For the sake of simplicity for
analyzing the results, we have unconsidered the scenarios in
which peers obtained negative utilities. We can notice that, in
these settings, peers with negative utilities would not remain in
the system. So, the results explained in the following consider
the other 7 scenarios in which peers have achieved positive
utilities.
In the Figure 1 we demonstrate the percentage increase of

utility considering the lowest and the highest utilities achieved
by the peers. The percentage increase is the increase of the
highest utility in relation to the lowest one. The graph can be
interpreted in the following way: on the x-axis the percentage
of peers is represented and on the y-axis we represent the
percentage increase, this way we can read that x% of peers
have obtained a gain of at least y%. For example, we can note
that 10% of peers have achieved a gain of approximately at
least 12%.
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Figure 1. Percentage of peers by utility increasing.

By the figure we can note that a few number of peers
increase significantly their utilities changing the services of-
fered to the grid (some of them achieving more than 100% of
increase).
We believe that the reason why most peers did not show a

meaningful increase is due to the small amount of services in
the system. With 6 services and a typical favor of 2 services,
at most 4 services can be varied for each peer according to the
peer’s budget, achieving at most 16 combinations of services.
The amount of combinations is given by

∑x
k=0

(
x
k

)
, where x is

the amount of services that can be varied. Since this equation
has an exponential increase, if a greater amount of services is
considered it might be possible to achieve more peers with a
higher percentage increase.

V. CONCLUSION

In peer-to-peer grid environments, multiple numbers of
services can be shared by the peers. Given this fact, we
motivated our work from the question whether the choice
of services shared with the grid has an impact on the utility
obtained by peers. Based on simulation results, we conclude
that the choice of services to provide does have a significant
impact on the utility obtained for a few peers. Moreover, we
believe that the impact of choice will be more important as
the number of offered services in the system increases.
We can now use this result to motivate other works. As

a future contribution of this work, we intend to evaluate the
relationship between the amount of services and the variations
in utility which can be obtained by the peers, considering the
possible choices of services to offer to the grid. After that, we
intend to develop heuristics which choose the best services
to offer in a multi-services peer-to-peer grid. We define best
services as the ones that yield a greater utility for the peer. In
a system where every peer makes use of such a heuristic, we
aim at achieving a system equilibrium in which all peers are
increasing their utility.
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